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One of the most fascinating subjects in areas such as nanoscience and biomimetic chemistry is concerned with
the construction of novel complex macromolecular and supramolecular nanoscopic architectures with well
defined shapes and functions by using specifically designed organic building blocks. Supramolecular
assemblies of rod like mesogenic molecules containing flexible coils (rod-coil molecules) provide a facile entry
into this area. In rigid-flexible block molecular system, the anisotropic orientation of the rod segments and the
repulsion between the covalently connected blocks lead to self-organization into a wide variety of aggregation
structures that can be manipulated by variation of the shape of the rigid segments, as well as the relative volume
fraction of the rigid segment. Another interesting feature of rigid-flexible block molecules is their amphiphilic
characteristic that can self-assemble into different aggregated structures via mutual interactions between block
segments and solvent, depending on the solvent content and polarity.
Rod-coil molecules, Supramolecules, Self-assembly, Nano-structures, Amphiphiles
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Introduction

Well-ordered supramolecular materials with nanometerscale architectures have shown a variety of functionalities in
material science, biochemistry, and catalyst science. Rational
molecular design can create self-assembled nanostructures
through weak intermolecular forces, such as hydrogen
bonding, donor-acceptor interactions, repulsive interactions,
and reversible ligand-metal interactions. Self-assembling
molecules, which include liquid-crystals, block copolymers, hydrogen bonded complexes, and coordination
polymers are widely studied for their great potential as
advanced functional materials. Especially, the construction
of novel supramolecular architectures with well defined
shape and size by using rod building blocks is one of the
most important subjects in organic materials chemistry
because they can exhibit novel electronic and photonic
properties as a result of both their discrete dimensions and
three dimensional organization.
Rod-coil systems consisting of rigid rod and flexible coil
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segments are excellent candidates for creating well defined
supramolecular structures via a process of spontaneous
organization. The difference in chain rigidity of stiff rodlike and flexible coil-like block is expected to greatly affect
the details of molecular packing and thus the nature of
thermodynamically stable supramolecular structures. In
order to balance these competing blocks, rod-coil molecules
self-organize into a variety of supramolecular structures
which can be controlled by variation of the rod to coil
volume fraction (Figure 1).
The careful selection of the type and relative length of the
respective blocks can give rise to a variety of the welldefined supramolecular structures in nanometer-scale dimensions. Another interesting feature of rod-coil molecules is their amphiphilic characteristic that shows a strong
tendency of their lipophilic and lipophobic segments to
separate in space into distinct nanodomains. Depending on
the solvent content and polarity, rod-coil molecules selfassemble into different aggregated structures via mutual
interactions between block segments and solvent.
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increases. This allows the increasing lateral intermolecular
interactions of rigid segments.
In a systematic work on the influence of the coil length on
phase behavior, rod-coil molecules (1-3) with PPO having
different degrees of polymerization but the identical rod
segment were prepared. A dramatic structural change in
the mesophase of this rod-coil system was observed with
variation in the coil length as determined by a combination
of techniques consisting of differential scanning calorimetry
(DSC), optical polarized microscopy and X-ray scattering.
Rod-coil molecule (1) with 7 propylene oxide (PO) repeating units exhibits layered structure, while rod-coil molecule
(2) with 12 PO repeating units exhibits an optically isotropic
cubic phase. This structure was identified by X-ray scattering method to be a bicontinuous cubic (cub) structure with
Ia3d symmetry. Further increasing the coil length induces a
hexagonal columnar mesophase as in the case of the molecule (3) with 20 PO repeating units (Figure 2). Organization
of the rod-coil molecules into a cross sectional slice of a
cylinder for cubic and columnar phases gives rise to an
aromatic core with approximately square cross section. The
sizes and periods of these supramolecular structures are
typically in a range of less than 10 nm. This structural
variation can be explained by considering the fact that
increasing coil volume fraction leads to the structure with
larger interfacial area, similar to well known conventional
diblock copolymer phase behaviors.
14a,b

. Self-assembly of the rod-coil molecules with increasing
volume fraction of coil segments.
Figure 1

Based on these concepts, we have proved that a variety of
different supramolecular structures can be formed by selfassembly of rigid rod building blocks with terminally attached flexible coils. These unique phase behaviors seem to
originate from a combination of organizing forces including
the mutual repulsion of the dissimilar blocks and packing
constraints imposed by the connecting of each block, and the
tendency of the rod block to form orientational order.
This article deals with the molecules consisting of rigid
rods and flexible coils, which are self-assembled into
supramolecular aggregates with well-defined shape and size
in nano-scale dimensions depending on various parameters
such as molecular shape or solvent.
14

Manipulation of Supramolecular Structure
in Rigid-Flexible Diblock Systems
A. Variation of Rod-to-Coil Volume Ratio in AB
Diblock Molecule. It is well known that the connection of

oligo (alkylene ether) chains into a calamitic rigid rod at the
terminals destabilizes the thermotropic structures. However, stable supramolecular structures can be obtained by
molecules with extended rigid rod segments as a result of the
microphase segregation between the polar flexible oligo
(alkylene oxide) ethers and rigid rod segments. In the
case of rod-coil molecule with short rod-length, the coil
segment may couple with the anisotropic rod owing to the
relatively high miscibility between coil and rod segments,
which can disturb the anisotropic aggregation of rod blocks.
However, as the rod-length increases, the immiscibility
between chemically different flexible and rigid chains
3b

2b,16

5,17

B. Variation of the Molecular Length at the Constant
Rod-to-Coil Volume Ratio in AB Diblock Molecule.

Another possible way to manipulate supramolecular structure should be provided by systematic variation in the rod
length at the constant rod to coil volume ratio. Rod-coil
molecules with different rod lengths represent to have the
same rod volume fraction relative to coil segment ( frod =
0.23) (Scheme 1).
The systematic elongation of the rod segment leads to a
structural transformation from a discrete bundle structure via
a variety of intermediate structures including 3-D perforated
lamellar and 2-D columnar structures to a lamellar structure.
This interesting variation in the supramolecular structure, at
an identical rod-to-coil volume ratio can be explained by
18

. Self-assembly structures of the rod-coil diblock molecules by the increasing volume fraction of coil segments.

Figure 2
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discrete bundles, long strips and, perforated layers with both
tetragonal and hexagonal symmetries to conventional layers.
Compared to other self-assembling systems including
block copolymers,
liquid crystals, and surfactant
systems,
the unique feature of the structurally simple
rod-coil diblock systems described here is their ability to
self-assemble into stable perforated lamellar structures
having different 3-D lattices with a small variation in the rod
length. Furthermore, the 3-D symmetry of the coil perforation changes directly from a tetragonal to a hexagonal
lattice in a reversible way with variation in temperature as in
the case of . This transition may arise from the fact that,
with increasing the rod length or lowering temperature,
packing arrangement of coil perforations has a tendency to
pack more densely. Consequently, the 3-D tetragonal lattice
of coil perforations transforms into a 3-D hexagonal lattice
that allows more close packing.
It is worthy of note that the perforated lamellar structures
are equilibrium structures and thus, the 3-D lattice of the
perforations can also be manipulated by a change in the rod
length in a reversible way.
4,5,22-24

3

25-27

Scheme 1

considering the tendency of the rod building block to be
arranged with their long axes.
On increasing the rod
length, attractive interactions between the rod segments
would be greater, which results in the organized structures
with successive decrease in the interfacial area.
The aggregation structure of based on a short rod length
shows a 3-D discrete structure above a lamellar crystalline
structure, most probably due to the relatively large entropic
contribution to the free energy associated with a short molecular length (Figure 3). On elongation of the rod building
blocks, the strong tendency of the rods to be aligned axially
with their long axes makes a greater enthalpic contribution
to the free energy balance at the expense of entropic
penalties associated with coil stretching. Accordingly, the
discrete domains would merge into a larger domain as in the
case of that self-assembles into infinitely long strips and
tetragonally perforated layers, in order to reduce interfacial
energy associated with unfavorable segmental contacts.
Remarkably, further increasing the rod length gives rise to a
hexagonally perforated layered structure as in the case of .
In addition, the hexagonal symmetry of the perforations in
these molecules transforms to a tetragonal arrangement
reversibly by changing temperature in these molecules, as
illustrated in Figure 4. Therefore, changing temperature
produces an effect similar to varying the molecular length.
These results demonstrate that systematic variation of the
rod length at an identical rod to coil volume fraction can
provide a strategy to regulate the organized structure, from
13b-d,19-21
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C. Variation of Molecular Shape: Tree-Shaped Mole-

Self-assembling molecules based on conjugated rod
building blocks promise the opportunity to explore desired
functions and properties as a result of aggregation into welldefined supramolecular architectures.
A strategy to
manipulate the aggregation structure assembled from a
conjugated rod building block may be accessible by connecting hydrophilic, flexible dendritic branches to its one
side, leading to a tree-shaped molecule.
The molecular tree ( ) based on a small hydrophilic head
self-assembles into a lamellar structure, whereas the molecule ( ) containing a large head crystallizes into a discrete
nanostructure that organizes into a 3-D primitive orthorhombic supercrystal (Scheme 2). Furthermore, this orthorhombic
nature with three characteristic dimensions together with a
rectangular crystalline lattice suggests that the aggregation
of 7 molecules in each aggregate generates the heptameric
bundle with cross-sections that are more rectangular than
circular in shape. Although the self-organization of rod
building blocks into discrete bundles has been showed
before, the shape of aggregate is in most cases oblate. Thus,
a unique feature of is the ability to self-assemble into
heptameric bundles with prolate shape (Figure 5).
Amphiphilic block molecules, when dissolved in a selective solvent for one of the blocks, can self-assemble into a
cule.

11b,28

7

8

8

Figure 3. Self-assembly structures of 4 into 1-D lamellar structure
and 3-D tetragonal micellar structure.

Figure 4. Self-assembly structures of 6 into a perforated lamellar
structure with 3-D hexagonal lattice and 3-D tetragonal lattice.

Scheme 2
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. Self-assembly structures of into the primitive orthorhombic superlattice in bulk and vesicle structure in solution.

Figure 5

8

variety of aggregate structures, including vesicular structures. The molecular trees are a new class of amphiphiles
because it consists of a hydrophobic rod and a hydrophilic
flexible head. The average hydrodynamic radii (R ) of the
corresponding aggregates are approximately 100 nm for 7
and 46 nm for 8, indicating that the molecular tree with a
larger flexible head group assembles into a smaller size of
aggregate. The radius of gyration of 8 is nearly identical to
the hydrodynamic radius determined from dynamic light
scattering, suggesting the existence of hollow spheres.
As shown in Figure 5, the field-emission scanning electron
micrograph (FE-SEM) shows spherical aggregates that are
approximately 80 nm in diameter. It should be noted that the
capsules preserve their hollow spherical morphology even
after their isolation from the solution under high vacuum as
evidenced by SEM experiment, indicating that the capsule
formed in THF/water is remarkably stable. This stability of
shape could be attributed to self-assembly of rigid building
blocks with low conformational entropy.
These results
demonstrate that rational design of self-assembling molecule
based on a conjugated rod building block allows stable
nanostructures to be produced, which potentially have a
number of applications including the encapsulation and
controlled release of active species and nanoreactors.
29

H

30,31

29a,32

triblock molecule exhibits a hexagonal columnar mesophases. Molecule (10) with 22 ethylene oxide (EO)
repeating units, for example, exhibits hexagonal columnar
mesophase which, in turn, undergoes transformation into
discrete spherical micellar structure in which rod segments
are packed into discrete bilayer lamellar structure that is
encapsulated with PEO coils (Figure 6). Small-angle X-ray
diffraction in the optically isotropic state revealed a strong
primary peak together with a broad peak of weak intensity at
about 1.8 relative to the primary peak position, indicating
that the spatial distribution of centers of the spherical
micelles has only liquid-like short range order, most probably due to random thermal motion of spherical micelles.
From the observed primary peak of X-ray diffraction, the
diameter (d) of spheres was estimated to be approximately
12 nm. Considering that diblock rod-coil molecule (9) with
22 EO repeating units shows only an isotropic phase after
crystalline melting, it is likely that hydrophobic force plays
an important role in the self-assembly of the molecules into
discrete nanostructures.
A novel strategy to manipulate the supramolcular nanostructure may be accessed by binding the C coil block of a
coil–rod–coil ABC triblock molecule (10) into a tetrabranched triblock molecule (11) at a specific coil volume
fraction. This binding may slightly modify the entropic
contribution of the coil C part in the coil–rod–coil ABC
system. In comparison with the monomer, the tetramer has
restriction of chain end mobility through covalent linkage.
Consequently, this effect may bring about the formation of a
novel supramolecular nanostructure. Tetramerization of the
molecule 10 provides an unusual example of the formation
of a 3-D tetragonally perforated lamellar liquid crystalline
phase as an intermediate phase between conventional lamellar
and columnar structures (Figure 7). The supramolecular
structure consists of liquid crystalline rod layers with inplane tetragonally ordered coil perforations stacked in an
AB–BA sequence. The perforations are likely to be filled by
docosyl chains, most probably due to the large chemical
14c

35

34b

Manipulation of Supramolecular Structure
in Rigid-Flexible Triblock Systems
A. Introduction of Hydrophobic Chain in AB Diblock
Molecule. If chemically distinct hydrophobic chain is

attached to the opposite end of rod segment, segregation of
incompatible chain ends takes place and leads to an ordered
phase composed of three distinct sub-layers. Coil–rod–coil
ABC triblock molecules give rise to the formation of selfassembled structures with higher interfacial areas in comparison with AB diblock molecules. In contrast to that of
diblock molecules based on PEO coil which show isotropic
or smectic phase depending on the coil length,
the ABC
33

16,34a
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. Illustration of the induction of the mesophase in rod-coil molecules through hydrophobic force.

Figure 6

. Self-assembly structures of
sequence.
Figure 7

11

into the tetragonal perforated lamellar structure (I4/mmm space group symmetry) in an AB-BA

difference between the rod and poly(ethylene oxide) coil
segments. The 3-D lattice is built up of two interpenetrating
centered 3-D lattices. In comparison with the phase behavior
of 10, the remarkable feature of 11 is that attachment of coil–
rod–coil molecules into a central point induces a perforated
lamellar liquid crystalline phase with a 3-D tetragonal
symmetry that is thermodynamically stable. Upon melting
of rod segments in 10, there is adequate free volume for the
poly(ethylene oxide) to form a 2-D hexagonal columnar
mesophase. Attachment of four poly(ethylene oxide) chains
to a central point, however, has the effect of reducing the

freedom of movement for the flexible chains, which in turn
suppresses the ability of the rod segments to form a columnar mesophase with a larger interfacial area. Consequently,
certain supramolecular structures with reduced interfacial
area such as a perforated lamellar structure are preferred
over the columnar phase exhibited by the monomer.

B. Variation of Rod-to-Coil Volume Ratio in ABA
Triblock Molecule. In the case of symmetric coil-rod-coil

molecule, the rod segment is connected with coil segments
at both ends. This gives rise to the formation of the liquid
crystalline structure with higher interfacial area in compari-
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. Self-assembly structures of the ABA coil-rod-coil triblock molecules.

Figure 8

son with rod-coil diblock systems at similar coil volume
fraction. For example, the triblock molecule (12) with coil
volume fraction, fcoil = 0.47 exhibit a bicontinuous cubic
phase instead of smectic phase.36 Similar to that of diblock
rod-coil systems, increasing the volume fraction induces a
hexagonal columnar mesophase as in the case of 13.
Remarkably, molecules with a longer length of coil (9-21
PO repeating units) assemble into discrete supramolecular
aggregates that spontaneously organize into a 3-D tetragonal
phase with a body-centered symmetry in the solid state and
mesophase as determined by small-angle X-ray scattering.
Based on X-ray data and density measurement, the inner
core of the supramolecular aggregate is constituted by the
discrete rod bundle with a cylindrical shape with 5 nm in
diameter and 3 nm in length that is encapsulated with phaseseparated PPO coils, which gives rise to the formation of
non-spherical oblate aggregate (Figure 8). The supramolecular rod bundles subsequently organize into a 3-D bodycentered tetragonal symmetry. The oblate shape of supramolecular aggregates is believed to be responsible for the
formation of unusual 3-D tetragonal phase (Mtet). This
unique phase behavior is mostly originated from the anisotropic aggregation of rod segments with their long axes
within microphase separated aromatic domains. Consequently, rod bundles with puck-like cylindrical shape would
give rise to oblate micelles which can pack more densely
into an optically anisotropic 3-dimensional tetragonal lattice,
rather than an optically isotropic cubic lattice. These results
demonstrate that the linear combination of flexible coils into
both terminals of rod segment leads to discrete micellar
aggregates which organized into a body centered tetragonal
liquid crystalline phase above a certain coil volume fraction.

rod interactions. Since the molecules have an identical rod to
coil volume ratio ( frod = 0.22) (Scheme 3), the shape change
of the supramolecular structure may mainly be attributed to
the variation in the chain length of the molecule. As mentioned above, the triblock molecule 14 based on three
biphenyl units exhibits a tetragonal micellar liquid crystalline phase. In great contrast, the rod segment of 15 based on
longer chain length self-assembles into a honeycomb like
layered liquid crystalline phase (HC) as a lower temperature
mesophase in which hexagonally ordered perforations
within a layer are filled by coil segments (Figure 9).37 These
layers, in turn, are stacked spontaneously in ABAB fashion
to generate a 3-D hexagonal order. A DSC heating trace of
15 shows a crystalline melting transition at 136 oC, followed
by a birefringent liquid crystalline phase that undergoes transformation into another liquid crystalline phase at 157 oC. On
heating to 157 oC, the honeycomb like mesophase transforms
into a 3-D tetragonal micellar liquid crystalline phase.
Further increasing the length of rod segment suppresses
the formation of a 3-D tetragonal mesophase, while induces
only a honeycomb like liquid crystalline phase as in the case
of the molecule 16. These results indicate that the selfassembled 3-D liquid crystalline phase changes significantly
from organized rod-bundles in a coil matrix (tetragonal
structure) to organized coil perforations in rod layers
(honeycomb structure) on increasing the rod-length. This
direct structural inversion is also accompanied by changing
temperature. Therefore, changing temperature produces an
effect similar to varying the molecular length. This example
provides that the molecular length in rod-coil systems also
has a large impact on the organized structure formed by selfassembly of rod-coil molecules.

Similar to that of diblock rod-coil systems, systematic
variation in the molecular length at the constant rod to coil
volume ratio are also enable to manipulate supramolecular
structures of ABA triblock molecules. Especially, increasing
the length of rod segment should disturb the assembly of the
rigid rod segments into discrete bundles due to larger rod to

the supramolecular structure should be provided by variation
in the coil structure but maintaining rod segment constant.
To explore the influence of cross-sectional area of coil
segment upon the self-assembly behavior of rod-coil system,
ABA type coil-rod-coil molecules were prepared to have
identical coil volume fraction (fcoil = 0.78) relative to mesogenic

C. Variation of the Molecular Length at the Constant
Rod-to-Coil Volume Ratio in ABA Triblock Molecule.

D. Variation of the Cross-Sectional Area of Coil Segment
in ABA Triblock Molecule. The opposite way to modulate
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Scheme 3

Figure 9. Self-assembly of rod-coil molecules into organized
bundles (3-D body centered tetragonal structure) and organized
honeycombs (3-D hexagonal structure).

rod segment, but different coil segments, ., poly(propylene
oxide) and poly(ethylene oxide), respectively (Figure 10).
Compared to poly(propylene oxide) coil, poly(ethylene
oxide) coil has a smaller cross-sectional area by lack of a
lateral methyl group. As mentioned above, coil-rod-coil
molecule 14 with PPO segments shows only a crystalline
melting transition associated with rod segments. Coil-rodcoil molecule 17 with PEO segments, however, shows two
crystalline states designated as 1 and 2. In the former 1
state, both rod and PEO coil segments can be considered to
be crystalline, while only rod segments to be crystalline in
the latter 2 state. After melting of rod segments, both molecules show the isotropic disordering transitions, suggestive
of the existence of a liquid crystalline phase. 14 containing
the PPO coils self-organizes into a 3-D body-centered tetra-

gonal lattice, composed of the organized rod bundles and
PPO coil matrix in both solid and mesophase.36 In contrast,
17 shows significantly distinct self-assembly behavior. On
the basis of POM investigation, dendritic domains with
striations that merge into an arced pseudo focal conic texture
are exhibited on slow cooling from isotropic liquid phase
(Figure 11). Furthermore, this texture is maintained in the 2
state without abrupt change. This optical microscopic obserk

i.e

k

k

k

k

Figure 11. Optical polarized micrograph (100x) of the texture by
the 3-D honeycomb-like lamellar liquid crystalline phase of 17 at
149 °C on the cooling scan.

Figure 10. Molecular structure and phase transition temperatures of coil-rod-coil molecules 14 and 17 (k: crystalline; Mtet:. Body-centered
tetragonal micellar; HC: honeycomb-like lamellar; i: isotropic).
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vation is strongly suggestive of a lamellar structure with
hexagonally ordered coil perforations. On the basis of the
POM observation and the SAXS data, the supramolecular
structures in both crystalline and mesophases might be a
honeycomb-like lamellar structure where hexagonally perforated layers (P6 /mmc symmetry) stacked in ABAB order.
The different self-assembly behavior of 14 and 17 with
identical coil volume fraction points out the significance of
coil cross-sectional area for the packing of rod segments. It
can be rationalized by the consideration of coil density at
rod/coil interface dependent upon coil cross section. For a
given space at rod/coil junction, the coils with larger crosssectional area cause more space crowding. The steric
repulsion resulted from the space crowding leads to the
stretched conformation of coils, leading to the coil stretching
penalty. The morphological transition from continuous
(the honeycomb-like lamellar structure of 17) into discrete
rod packing structures (the tetragonal structure of 14) allows
coils enough room to lower the coil conformational energy.
Finally, self-assembly of rods can be fine-tuned in 3-D
nanospace since, in addition to coil volume fraction, coil
cross section is an independent parameter to build a variety
of supramolecular structures.
37

3

13c

E. Variation of the Side Groups of Rod Segment in
ABA Triblock Molecule. A strategy to manipulate the

aggregation structure assembled from a rod building block
may be accessible by incorporation of side groups into a rod
block. The side groups could lead to loose packing of the
extended rod segments, which may modify the resulting
supramolecular structure. A coil–rod–coil molecule consisting of five biphenyl units connected through ether linkages
as a rod block and poly(propylene oxide) (PPO) coils with
the number of repeating units of 17 (Scheme 4), selfassembles into hexagonal perforated layers stacked in
ABAB order in the melt.
In contrast, a coil–rod–coil molecule containing methyl
side groups in its center shows an unusual supramolecular
structural inversion, from perforated layers to discrete bundles, while maintaining a 3-D hexagonal superlattice (Figure
12). The small-angle X-ray diffraction pattern of 18 in the
melt showed a number of well-resolved reflections, which
can be indexed as a 3-D hexagonal order (P6 /mmc space
group symmetry) with lattice constants a = 8.2 nm and c =
14.4 nm, indicating that 18 exhibits a 3-D perforated
lamellar mesophase. Similar to that of 18, the small-angle Xray diffraction pattern of 19 in the solid state showed reflec38

1277

tions corresponding to a 3-D hexagonal perforated lamellar
structure with lattice constants a = 9.5 nm and c = 16.5 nm.
Interestingly, the small-angle X-ray diffraction pattern in the
melt recorded at 145 C showed more separated two strong
reflections, together with several reflections with low intensity at higher angles, assigned as a 3-D hexagonal structure
with lattice constants a = 8.8 nm and c = 15.0 nm. However,
the peak intensities indexed as 101 and 102 reflections
appeared to be very strong, as opposed to those of a hexagonally perforated lamellar structure. This result suggests that the fundamental structure of the 3-D hexagonal
structure in the melt is based on discrete bundles rather than
perforated layers.
The TEM image of a microtomed film (stained with
RuO ) showed a honeycomb supramolecular structure with a
hexagonal array of light coil perforations in a dark rod
matrix (Figure 13a). In contrast, the image of a cryo-ultramicrotomed film after annealing at 145 C showed a
hexagonal array of dark rod domains in a light coil matrix
(Figure 13b). This phase transition on heating is most
probably due to larger entropic contribution to the free
energy associated with coil stretching.
In comparison
with the mesophase structure of 18, this indicates that the
introduction of methyl side groups into a rod segment leads
to the transformation of a 3-D hexagonal perforated lamellar
structure into a 3-D hexagonally organized discrete bundles.
This notable feature is that the incorporation of alkyl side
groups into the center of a rod segment generates the
structural inversion from organized coil perforations in rod
layers to organized discrete rod-bundles in a coil matrix,
while maintaining a 3-D hexagonal superlattice. It is also
remarkable that this structural inversion, retaining a 3-D
hexagonal superlattice, occurs directly without passing
o

18,39

40

4

o

40a

13c,20

18,39

3

Figure 12. Self-assembly of coil–rod–coil molecule 19 into the

hexagonal perforated layer crystalline phase and subsequent
conversion to hexagonal close-packed bundles.

Scheme 4
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. Transmission electron micrographs of ultramicrotomed
thin films of stained with RuO4, revealing the formation of a
well-ordered (a) hexagonal perforated layer structure with
nanoscale dimensions, the light regions correspond to the coil
domains, the dark regions to the rod matrix; (b) hexagonal closepacked structure, the light regions correspond to the coil matrix, the
dark regions to the rod domains.
Figure 13

19

through any intermediate structures in a reversible way by
changing temperature, as evidenced by structural behavior
of 19. This abrupt structural change in rod-assembly may
offer an attractive potential for use in supramolecular switch
and thermal sensor.

F. Variation of Molecular Shape; ABC Triblock Rigid
Wedge-Flexible Block Molecules. Dendritic units are

attractive building blocks to form supramolecular architectures because they are well-defined in molecular architecture. Incorporation of such a dendritic building block into
the end of an incompatible linear chain gives rise to novel
self-assembling systems because the molecule shares certain
general characteristics of both block copolymers and small
amphiphiles. For example, polystyrene-dendrimer block
copolymers have been reported to self-assemble into a wide
variety of supramolecular structures in aqueous solution,
from spherical micelles, micellar rods, to vesicular aggregates as a function of generation. Amphiphilic dendrimers
containing an extended rigid block represent another class of
self-assembling systems that are increasingly used for the
construction of supramolecular architectures with welldefined shape. The introduction of a hydrophobic docosyl
41

42

43
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chain and hydrophilic dendrimer into each end of an extended rigid segment would give rise to a unique amphiphilic
ABC triblock system consisting of a hydrophilic dendritic
block, rigid aromatic, and hydrophobic docosyl chain. In this
system, an extremely stiff, hydrophobic block is expected to
contribute not only to self-assemble into an ordered structure
in the bulk, but also to form a stable aggregation in an
aqueous solution. ABC triblock rigid aromatic-flexible
dendritic block molecules consist of a docosyl chain, Yshaped rigid aromatic segment, and flexible poly(ethylene
oxide) dendrimer that is soluble in water and a number of
organic solvents (Figure 14).
The small-angle X-ray diffraction pattern of 20 displays
sharp reflections that correspond to a 2-D hexagonal columnar
structure with a lattice constant of 8.1 nm. This dimension
implies that the more rod-like rigid segments arrange axially
with their preferred direction within a cross-sectional slice of
the column, in which docosyl chains pack in an interdigitated fashion and distort conformationally (Figure 14). In
contrast, the small-angle X-ray diffraction pattern of 21
shows a strong reflection together with a number of low
intensity reflections at higher angles, indexed as a 3-D bodycentered cubic phase with a lattice parameter of 11.6 nm.
Considering the space filling requirement and cone-shaped
building block, the radial arrangement of the rigid segments
is expected to be the best way to close pack the hydrophobic
core, leading to a discrete nanostructure.
Accordingly,
21 based on a more wedge-like aromatic segment can be
described to self-organize into an optically isotropic cubic
phase consisting of a 3-D body-centered arrangement of
discrete aggregates, as shown in Figure 14.
Dendritic molecules containing rigid aromatic segments
can be considered as a new class of amphiphiles because
they consist of a hydrophobic rigid segment and a hydrophilic flexible dendrimer. As a result of their amphiphilic
characteristics, the rigid-dendritic block molecules can
encapsulate hydrophobic guest molecules in an aqueous
environment. The average hydrodynamic radii (R ) of the
corresponding aggregates encapsulated a hydrophobic solv-

. Schematic representation for (a) the hexagonal columnar structure of

Figure 14

44

3b,12a,44

H

20

and (b) the body-centered cubic structure of .
21
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ent within the micellar aggregate, increase with an increase
in the CHCl content, suggesting that hydrophobic guest
molecules are encapsulated within the hydrophobic micellar
core. The measured diameters (100 nm) exceed the extended
molecular length (approximately 5 nm) by a factor of about
20, suggesting that these aggregates encapsulate CHCl
molecules within their hydrophobic interior (Figure 15).
Supramolecular capsule-like aggregates and their ability to
encapsulate hydrophobic guest molecules offer an attractive
potential for use in a wide variety of applications ranging
from controlled drug release, solubilization of hydrophobic
molecules in aqueous media, to the design of nanoreactors.
3

3

Manipulation of Supramolecular Structure
in Rigid-Flexible Multiblock Systems
A. Variation of Rod-to-Coil Volume Ratio. The rod-coil
approach as a means to manipulate supramolecular structure
as a function of rod volume fraction was reported to be
extended to main chain multiblock copolymer systems which
generate bicontinuous cubic and hexagonal columnar mesophases depending on the rod-to-coil volume fraction. For
example, rod-coil multiblock copolymer (22) based on short
length of coil (rod volume fraction, frod = 0.38) exhibits a
bicontinuous cubic mesophase, while copolymer (23) based
on higher coil volume fraction (frod = 0.29) shows a hexagonal columnar mesophase. A notable feature of this system
is the ability of the main-chain liquid crystalline polymers
based on a rod building block to self-assemble into ordered
structures with curved interfaces. Formation of supramolecular columnar and bicontinuous cubic assemblies in the
rod-coil copolymers is in marked contrast to general behavior
of conventional liquid crystalline polymers based on rod-like
mesogens and segmented copolymers based on alternating
rigid and flexible segments. Formation of the ordered
structures with interfacial curvature from the main-chain
rod-coil copolymers can be rationalized by considering
entropic penalties associated with coil stretching and anisotropic arrangement of rod segments. Bulky PPO coils induce
curvature at the rod/coil interface, arising from the connectivity of the rod and coils, constraint of constant density, and
14d-e
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minimization of coil stretching. At the interface separating
the rod and coil domains in the layered smectic structure, the
relatively smaller area per junction favored by rod block
results in chain stretching of the coil block, which is energetically unfavorable. Therefore, the rod-coil copolymers selfassemble into bicontinuous cubic or hexagonal columnar
structures with larger interfacial area, instead of a layered
smectic structure (Figure 16).

B. Variation of the Number of Grafting Sites per Rod
at the Constant Rod-to-Coil Volume Ratio. In contrast to

this, another strategy to manipulate the supramolecular
structure at constant rod-to-coil volume ratio can also be
accessible by varying the number of grafting sites per rod
which might be closely related to the grafting density at the
interface separating rod and coil segments. For this reason,
24, 25 and 26 with rod-coil repeating units consisting of
three biphenyl units connected by methylene ether linkages
as the rod block and PPO with 13 PO repeating units as the
coil block were prepared (Scheme 5).
All of the oligomers are self-organized into ordered supramolecular structures that differ significantly on variation of
the number of repeating units as confirmed by X-ray scattering. The molecule 24 shows a bicontinuous cubic liquid
crystalline structure. In contrast, the molecule 25 shows a 2D rectangular crystalline and a tetragonal columnar (col )
liquid crystalline structures, while the molecule 26 displays
a hexagonal columnar structure in both their solid state and
mesophase (Figure 17). These results represent that selfassembled liquid crystalline structures, from 3-D bicontinuous cubic, 2-D tetragonal to 2-D hexagonal lattices are
formed by rod-coil structures that differ only in the number
of repeating units.
This interesting variation of self-assembled structures, at
an identical rod to coil volume ratio, can be explained by
46

t

27,45

. SEM image of the capsules formed by (5 × 10−3 g/
mL) in H2O in the presence of CHCl3 (1 × 10−2 mL/mL).
Figure 15

20

. Self-assemblies of rod-coil multiblock copolymers in
(a) the bicontinuous cubic of and (b) the hexagonal columnar
phases of .
Figure 16

22

23
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regulate the liquid crystalline phase, from bicontinuous
cubic, 2-D tetragonal columnar to 2-D hexagonal columnar
structure.
m
Conformationally flexible,
m-linked rigid monomers containing a flexible side group
have polymerized with 4,4'-bis(bromomethyl)biphenyl to
yield m-linked aromatic polymers. Notably, the secondary
structure of the resulting polymers appears to be dependent
on the molecular structure of the side group in the solid state.
Polymer based on a linear side chain appears to selforganize into a lamellar structure based on an unfolded
conformation with a lattice dimension of 5.5 nm. The
lamellar structure with this dimension indicates that the rigid
polymer chain of
adopts an unfolded zigzag conformation. In great contrast, polymer
based on a bulky
dendritic side group self-assembles into a 2-D tetragonal
structure (P4mm space group) with a lattice parameter of 3.6
nm based on a helical conformation (Figure 18). Compared
to , the bulky dendritic geometry of the flexible segments
relative to a linear chain is likely to prohibit the 2D growth
of a self-assembled structure. Instead, the polymer chains
containing bulky dendrons are strongly driven to aggregate
in one dimension with a helical packing through microphase
separation between the rigid aromatic core and flexible
C.

Variation

of

Molecular

Shape:

Flexible Multiblock Molecules.

27

Scheme 5
considering the density of grafting sites at the interface
separated by rod and coil. On increasing the number of rodcoil repeating unit, the density of grafting sites at the
interface will be increased due to an increase in the average
number of coils grafted to a rod, which results in strong
entropic penalty associated with coil stretching at the rodcoil interface. To reduce this coil stretching, a bicontinuous
cubic structure of the monomer would break up into 2-D
cylindrical domains in which less confinement and deformation of coil segments occur. These results demonstrate
that systematic variation of the number of repeating units in
the rod-coil multiblock oligomers can provide a strategy to

27

28

27

Figure 17. Self-assemblies of rod-coil multiblock molecules depending on the rod-coil repeating unit.

Figure 18. Self-assemblies of m-linked multiblock molecules depending on the bulkiness of coil segment.

-Linked

Rigid-
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. Various supramolecular structures formed by self-assembly of rigid-flexible block molecules.

Figure 19

dendron segments and π-π stacking interactions between
aromatic units in order to relieve steric repulsions between
bulky dendrons.47
The secondary structure of polymer chains based on the
connection of aromatic moieties in a meta geometry can be
controlled from a folded helical conformation to an unfolded
conformation by attaching chemically dissimilar, flexible
dendrons as a side groups. As the cross-sectional area of the
dendritic wedge of the polymer increases, greater steric
repulsion between adjacent dendritic wedges could possibly
cause a transformation into a helical conformation in order
to relieve the repulsive forces. This implies that introduction
of bulky side groups into a polymer based on a meta geometry can give rise to the formation of a folded secondary
structure.

Concluding Remarks
A variety of different supramolecular structures can be
formed by self-assembly of mesogenic rod building blocks
with terminally attached polyether coils. This unique phase
behavior seems to originate from a combination of organizing forces including the mutual repulsion of the dissimilar
blocks and packing constraints imposed by the connecting of
each block, and the tendency of the rod block to form
orientational order. The supramolecular structures formed by
rod segments in rod-coil systems include 1-D lamellar, 2-D
columnar, 3-D bicontinuous cubic, 3-D micellar tetragonal,
3-D micellar cubic, 3-D random micellar and even 3-D
honeycomb phases (Figure 19).
Another remarkable feature of rod-coil molecules is their
amphiphilic characteristics that show the tendency of their

liphophilic and liphophobic parts to segregate in space into
distinct microdomains. Depending on the solvent content
and polarity, rod-coil molecules self organize into different
structures from micelle to hollow vesicle. It can also be
expected that many more rod-coil systems which can
assemble into novel supramolecular structures such as giants
vesicles or artificial cells for possible applications as diverse
as self-assembled materials for nanotechnology, periodic
porous materials, biomimetic materials and optoelectronic
nanomaterials will be developed in the near future.
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